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One of the delightful privileges I have as Bishop is to visit the parish communities of our Diocese 
and to celebrate the Eucharist with different groups of people. One special group I enjoy very 
much is the young people in our Catholic schools and CCD groups. At the end of one such 
celebration when I offer the young people the opportunity to ask me questions, a second grader 
posed this question: "Why do priests have grey hair?"!
The first reaction I had as well as the others present for the liturgy was laughter, but as I 
reflected on the question, I realized that the inquiry was most profound and reminded me of the 
challenge we must face as the Church of Eastern Montana. Somehow or other this youngster 
had the impression that priests are all older men and that, at least in his experience, he had hot 
seen a young man who was a priest. !
Even though nine young men have been ordained priests to serve our Diocese in the last six 
years, and although younger members of religious communities are present among us, the 
median age of the clergy serving our diocese creeps up slowly each year. As this occurs and 
more demands and expectations are asked of priests, the probability of sickness and early 
death increase. !
Again, the challenge must be faced of finding ways in which young men of high school age and 
college age might consider priesthood as a vocation. Studies of how young men develop 
interest in a vocation would emphasize the encouragement by families, the invitation and 
example of a priest to consider a vocation, and the vitality of parish life. I really believe there are 
young men who would be willing to consider a vocation to the priesthood. Such young men must 
be people of faith, men of prayer and generosity, individuals capable of being public ministers for 
the Church. I believe there are young men able and willing to make a commitment of lifetime 
service to the Church and to offer witness through a celibate lifestyle. Such young men need to 
be encouraged to consider such a decision. There is a need for prayer and sacrifice on all our 
parts to have this occur. !
I realize the call for vocations is a recurrent theme which I share with you. Yet, the urgency of 
the appeal comes again because of a question from a second grader: "Why do priests have 
grey hair?” I know I would probably have less if I knew there were young men ready and willing 
to serve as priests in the Diocese of Great Falls-Billings. 
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